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Linescapes:  virtual and real experiences of cities

Our movements leave behind intangible traces. If we could make these traces visible, each person would stand at the end of 

a constantly lengthening line. This line would follow the journey that this person has taken through their entire life.

The advent of Locative Media means it is now possible to reveal and understand these personal journeys as never before. 

These lines create new landscapes –intensely emotional LINESCAPES– of experiences, connections, rhythms and lifestyles.  

My work deals with these LINESCAPES, revealing stories about people and cities in a new way. It focuses on visualizing the 

city and the discovering of urban spaces, using available web mapping systems such as Google maps.

The work´s goal is to bridge the gap between the systematic information of the digital world and the lived experiences 

of people and to make this connection tangible. 

In order to accomplish this goal, seven cities were experienced in three different ways:  

Lived (Real): Family and friends recorded their movements during three days.

Virtual: Making use of the web mapping and panoramic street views, I retraced the same paths vir tually.

Exhibition (Real): By means of an immersive installation (representation of LINESCAPES and pictures) the viewers   

were able to discover the paths and the city in a new way.

Exhibition (Real): Flor InstallationVirtual: Jorge’s paths in Google Eatrth Pro and 
pictures in Panoramio

Lived (Real): Jorge in Havanna
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On site, a journey can be understood as both a subjective experience and an objective series of actions. The subjective 

depends on the person (chosen places and paths as well as the person’s feelings) the objective does not depend on the 

person and is somehow measurable (buildings form, distances, means of transportation and weather). The journeys are 

also represented this way: a map depicts the subjective issues, and a section depicts the objective ones.

During the process, especially during the vir tual promenade, I had the possibility to “read” and” feel” each person’s journey. 

Bangkok’s plan and section

A Coruna’s plan and section
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Covering the same paths and visiting the same buildings allowed me to feel closer to participants as well as to distant 

places - I developed a deeper relationship to both. In doing so, I took ownership of a small part of their history:  a part of 

their lives.

Through Locative Media, it is possible to gain the feeling of already knowing a city or a place and to develop a relationship 

with a place without actually being there. 

“Locative Media (…) may create a constant sense of ‘dwelling’ in the well known.”

For the viewers, the relationship with place and people is new. They confront the representation of the covered paths, as an 

encoded infographic of which they can read the information of each journey. They confront also a floor installation, in which 

they can walk another’s footsteps, by covering the paths done by the participants in scale 1:500. This ensemble acts as a 

sensorial “LINESCAPE” that lets us experience and touch personal stories and cities in a different way.

In this work mapping emotions means representing emotions and allowing others to experience them again.

1 de Waal , Martijn und de Lange, Michiel; The Mobile City, a conference on locative media, urban culture and identity,  http://themobilecity.nl/background-

information/lang_enconference-textlang_enlang_nlconferentie-tekstlang_nl/. [18. 06. 2016.]

Walking another’s footsteps


